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Rules:
Hitting the Ball: The Slammo™ Ball can be hit, slapped, slammed or spiked, but 
never held, palmed, double hit or thrown (volleyball rules).

Double Bouncing: For a shot to score, the ball must clear the net on its 2nd 
bounce (2nd bounce on net is a sideout)

Player Interference: Players are allowed to move freely around the net, but 
when one team is volleying, the other team must make an effort to get out of 
the way. Accidental contact results in a do-over.

Pipe Hits: If a spiked ball hits the perimeter pipe around the net, it is a sideout.

Game Setup:
Slammo™ is played 2-on-2 and borrows many rules from volleyball, but unlike volleyball, there is no court or assigned 
positions for Slammo™.   Once your Slammo is assembled (see reverse side for instructions) and teams are picked, find a 
wide open space, preferably on grass or sand, and place Slammo™ in the center.  Teammates start opposite each other 
for the serve (see diagram), but once the ball is in play, players are free to move anywhere around the net to make a play 
on the ball. There is also no ‘out of bounds’ for Slammo™, so watch out for Slammo™ Spikes that send the ball into the next 
neighborhood.  

Playing The Game:
Serving: To serve, stand several feet from the net and hit the ball down onto the net at the opposing team. Serves must be 
returnable, so no slamming on serves.

Volleying: Once the ball is served, the receiving team has up to 3 total hits to return the ball to the net.  Players on the 
same team must alternate hits, but they are not required to make all 3 hits.

Scoring: Points are only awarded to the serving team. A team scores when the opposing team is unable to return 
the ball to the net in 3 hits or less. If the non-serving team wins the turn, it is a sideout and they serve next.

Winning: The first team to 21 points wins and you must win by 2 points.
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Careing Instructions :
To ensure your Slammo™ maintains a perfect circle over time, do not leave it out in the sun when not in use, as this 
can cause the frame to warp. The sun can heat the PVC and if the net is on tight, it can possibly warp. Also make 
sure to disassemble the set between uses to increase the longevity of the net and also the frame (don’t leave it 
assembled in a hot car). For replacement parts, please contact P&P Imports directly at info@pandpimports.com 
and thanks for your support of Slammo™! 

Assembley Instructions:
Slammo™ is easy to setup and only takes a few minutes. No tools are required. 

   1:  Insert the five pipe segments into legs to make a complete circle. Be sure the ridge of pipes are facing the ground.  
   2:  Separate each of the five clips on the pipe segments evenly, making sure each clip closest to the legs are placed                   
 
   3:  To secure net, wrap over the pipe attaching the net to hooks underneath working your way around the circle.   
   4:  Continue attaching the net around the entire circle until your net is secured to all hooks. Adjust the tension as needed     
  

against the legs.

  so it is even and tight across the net. The net must be very tight so the ball bounces correctly. 

Still Confused? Visit
Facebook.com/PlayGoSports

For a step-by-step guide on how to 
assemble Slammo™

Frame  Setup (Steps 1-2) Net Setup (Steps 3-4)

IMPORTANT: NET MUST BE VERY TIGHT OR BALL WILL NOT BOUNCE CORRECTLY!

Slammo  Set Includes:
  •   (5)    Legs
  •   (5)    Pipe sections with 5 clips each
  •   (2)    Competition Slammo™ Balls
  •   (1)    Training Slammo™ Ball
  •   (1)    Carrying Case with net pocket
  •   (1)    Slammo™ Target Net
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